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this is one of the best new airports i have used in a long time. it is a pleasure to fly in and out of and is now a must have in my fsx library. the rendering is superb with the textures
giving it a very realistic look and feel. you could, with a little work, use it as an fmx installation also as it is fully compatible with fsx/fs9 and fs2004, but it is a true mega airport that
should not be missed in any simulator collection. i also just want to say thanks to aerosoft for creating this great airport, i have the pleasure of using it daily, and the more i fly with it
the more i am impressed with its realism. aerosoft have now released a version for x-plane 10, and, as always, it's a fully-fledged and detailed airport for your enjoyment. some of the
new features include: - new shaded and lit textures - new animated and manually-moveable jetways - new animated and manually-moveable terminal signs - new low-poly terminal
signage - new and improved taxiway signage - new road network (these are also required for x-plane 10 compatibility) - new runway lighting - new airport fence (from the fsdatamosaic
collection) - new pmdg x-plane 10 compatible airport lighting - new runway lights (from the cinfos collection) - new runway lights (from the cinfos collection) - new runway lights (from
the cinfos collection) - new runway lights (from the cinfos collection) - new runways and runway lighting (from the cinfos collection) this is a great addition to the series and i'll be using
it for x-plane 10 as my default airport, and i know others will, too. it's nice to see some of the more realistic airport interiors make their way into the series, but i don't think aerosoft has
gone quite as overboard as some people might think with the texture and lighting. there's a full manual included and, as always, you can download the airport either as a standalone file
or as a zip file containing both the aircraft and scenery files.
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